Introduction
============

In his elegant answer to why zebras do not get ulcers, [@nsy012-B72], p. 6) defined a stressor as '...anything in the outside world that knocks you out of homeostatic balance, and the stress response is what your body does to reestablish homeostasis'. Poorly managed responses to stressors add to cumulative biological burdens that make the organism more vulnerable to developing diseases or exacerbating existing disease symptoms ([@nsy012-B53]; [@nsy012-B75]). Negative emotions are essential components of stress responses ([@nsy012-B85]; [@nsy012-B1]; [@nsy012-B14]; [@nsy012-B59]; [@nsy012-B69]). Via negative emotions, psychological stress is associated with cardiovascular diseases, acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), asthma and slowed wound healing ([@nsy012-B13]; [@nsy012-B51]; [@nsy012-B81]). Stress also contributes to the development and exacerbation of mental illnesses imbued with negative emotions ([@nsy012-B10]) including anxiety disorders, depression ([@nsy012-B13]; [@nsy012-B55]), post-traumatic stress disorder, schizophrenia ([@nsy012-B61]) and substance abuse ([@nsy012-B37]).

In addition to negative emotions, stress triggers dysregulation of positive emotions ([@nsy012-B34]). Whereas low levels of positive emotions are related to depression, anxiety, eating disorders and borderline personality disorder ([@nsy012-B34]; [@nsy012-B9]; [@nsy012-B42]), high levels of positive emotions are found to be important in resilience and adaptive emotion regulation ([@nsy012-B27]; [@nsy012-B97]; [@nsy012-B93]; [@nsy012-B80]). In a large Nova Scotian sample, researchers found increased positive emotions protective against 10 year incident coronary heart disease ([@nsy012-B16]). For AIDS patients, higher positive emotions were significantly associated with lower mortality with other risk factors controlled ([@nsy012-B57]).

One powerful avenue through which positive emotions influence stress responding is by facilitating stress recovery ([@nsy012-B83]; [@nsy012-B89]). Positive emotions have been found to 'undo' the physiological ([@nsy012-B25]; [@nsy012-B26]) and cognitive ([@nsy012-B38]; [@nsy012-B20]) residue from stressors, both of which are integral to mitigating the effects of stress on illness ([@nsy012-B8]).

Positive emotions enhance cognitive flexibility and openness
------------------------------------------------------------

One potential mechanism through which positive emotions facilitate stress recovery is by influencing information-processing style. Negative emotional states generally shift a person's default tendency (such as holistic processing) to a detail-oriented and analytic information-processing style, thus narrowing attention and focus ([@nsy012-B62]; [@nsy012-B12]; [@nsy012-B39]). This narrowed attention can perpetuate or exacerbate negative states if unresolved, as is the case with rumination---an ineffective problem-solving strategy composed of inflexible and repetitive negative thoughts ([@nsy012-B47]).

In contrast, based on the broaden-and-build theory ([@nsy012-B22]), positive emotions have an immediate and short-term enhancing effect on the flexibility and openness of cognitive processes ([@nsy012-B24]). With a flexible deployment of attention, positive emotions (especially low arousal ones) facilitate broadened cognitive style and better processing of salient information ([@nsy012-B41]) as is evident in attention ([@nsy012-B23]; [@nsy012-B29]), cognitive control ([@nsy012-B96]), decision-making ([@nsy012-B19]), social perception ([@nsy012-B90]), memory ([@nsy012-B79]) and visual perception ([@nsy012-B44]; [@nsy012-B86]).

This cognitive facilitation effect from positive emotions may contribute to faster stress recovery, specifically via enhancing the use of cognitively based emotion regulation strategies. Higher cognitive capacity (such as working memory) is associated with improved emotion regulation ability in both experimental and naturalistic settings ([@nsy012-B74]). Higher cognitive capacity during stress recovery may augment the use of cognitively based emotion regulation strategies such as reappraisal, which refers to reframing the meaning of a situation to change one's emotional response to it ([@nsy012-B47]; [@nsy012-B35]), and/or decentering, which refers to the meta-cognitive strategy of viewing one's experiences more objectively [@nsy012-B103]; [@nsy012-B95]).

We further hypothesize that this cognitive facilitation mechanism for positive emotions most likely resides in the neural model of voluntary emotion regulation in which prefrontal regions regulate subcortical affective regions ([@nsy012-B63]). The dorsal executive system (DES) plays an important role in the top--down control in cognitive reappraisal. Cognitive reappraisal involves the prefrontal cortex (PFC) \[including dorsal lateral PFC (dlPFC) and ventral lateral PFC (vlPFC) and medial PFC (mPFC))\] and cingulate system \[including dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC)\], which together exert control and modulate activity in posterior and subcortical systems that generate emotional responses ([@nsy012-B54]; [@nsy012-B63]; [@nsy012-B56]). Within the DES, the dlPFC is important in cognitive control and maintenance of goal-relevant information ([@nsy012-B40]). It provides rich input to the dACC, which is related to the regulation of adaptive behavioral and autonomic responses to the environment ([@nsy012-B66]). The dACC provides critical output to the amygdala ([@nsy012-B68]), which is important in initiating fear learning ([@nsy012-B73]), processing emotionally salient signals from the environment and interacting with autonomic motor systems to express emotions ([@nsy012-B31]).

The anatomical connection from dACC to dlPFC and amygdala compensates for the sparse existence of direct neural fiber connections between the dlPFC and the amygdala ([@nsy012-B68]). In this dlPFC-amygdala pathway, the ventromedial PFC (vmPFC) may serve as another mediator ([@nsy012-B63]) through its connections to bilateral PFC regions and to limbic areas including the amygdala ([@nsy012-B32]). Prefrontal activation during emotion regulation has been found to be positively correlated with vmPFC activation and negatively correlated with amygdala responses ([@nsy012-B63]). Importantly, the vmPFC also provides positive emotion signals ([@nsy012-B36]; [@nsy012-B94]). Thus, the vmPFC may be a hub through which positive emotions may influence the dlPFC-dACC-amygdala cognitive regulation pathway.

Positive emotions bias and provide positive information
-------------------------------------------------------

In addition to the cognitive facilitation route, positive emotions may improve stress recovery by influencing information selection. Based on the affect infusion model and emotion congruence theory, emotion influences attention, memory and judgment ([@nsy012-B62]; [@nsy012-B12]). People have a perceptual bias for emotion-congruent stimuli, which perpetuates the same emotional state cycle ([@nsy012-B4]). People also tend to remember things that are more congruent with their present emotions and reconstruct their memory with emotionally congruent schemas and attitudes toward the event ([@nsy012-B4]). In a stressor that induces negative emotions, this congruency tends to produce a negativity bias, in which negative emotional states enable additional processing that perpetuates the negative emotional state ([@nsy012-B84]).

During stress recovery, the introduction of positive emotions may make positive emotion-congruent memories more accessible and create incongruence in the negative emotional state, thus interrupting the self-perpetuating negative emotion cycle. This process resembles a psychological break from stress ([@nsy012-B82]) that can potentially short-circuit rumination ([@nsy012-B21]). Indeed, simply having a break that gives people more time to think about alternatives can tilt a person's negative bias toward ambivalent objects to be more positive ([@nsy012-B58]).

Emotions not only bias information selection but also provide evaluative information about the value and importance of an object or situation ([@nsy012-B12]). In general, negative emotions signal negative attributes and events, 'something is wrong', whereas positive emotions signal positive attributes and events ([@nsy012-B12]; [@nsy012-B84]), such as 'everything is safe' ([@nsy012-B30]). We therefore hypothesize that positive emotions may improve stress recovery by providing an informative signal that the environment is positive and/or safe.

We further hypothesize that this positive information route resides in the shared neural underpinnings between positive emotions and fear extinction. In rodent and human fear conditioning studies, fear extinction depends on the vmPFC ([@nsy012-B63]). During reversal learning, the vmPFC provides a safety signal that facilitates fear inhibition by preventing fear response generalization and perseverance ([@nsy012-B71]). The vmPFC may also facilitate fear inhibition by providing a reward signal due to negative reinforcement ([@nsy012-B73]). In addition to the vmPFC, the nucleus accumbens (NAcc) may also play a parallel role. Reward sensitivity, for example, is produced by the integration of information from the amygdala and NAcc in the vmPFC ([@nsy012-B84]). Thus, NAcc activation during positive emotions may provide input into the vmPFC to provide positive evaluations of events.

This study
----------

Although the evidence shows that positive emotions facilitate stress recovery, the underlying neural mechanisms are not adequately understood. In this study, we conducted behavioral and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments to test the routes through which positive emotions facilitate stress recovery. The participants performed a stressful anagram task in which their performance was negatively compared with the performance of others and then reflected on that stressor while watching either a positive-emotion-inducing or a neutral video. Positive and negative emotion ratings were collected throughout the stressor and recovery. After the recovery period, participants provided retrospective thoughts about the tasks including positive and negative thoughts about the stressor and about the video. They also completed a decentering and rumination measure ([@nsy012-B28]).

We hypothesized that reflecting on the stressor during the positive video would result in better positive and negative emotional recovery than would reflecting on the stressor during the neutral video. Also, positive emotions during recovery was hypothesized to be negatively correlated with negative emotions during recovery. As for neural activation, we hypothesized that the vmPFC would be the central hub for positive emotional recovery as it is expected to be linked with positive emotions and is likely involved in both the cognitive facilitation and information routes described earlier. For the cognitive facilitation route, we hypothesized that activation in the DES (dlPFC, dACC) would be related to better positive and/or negative emotional recovery and that activation in these regions as well as in the vmPFC would be related to increased decentering, and more positive (fewer negative) thoughts about the stressor, which may be due to reappraisal. For the positive information bias route, we hypothesized that activation in the NAcc and/or decreased activation in the amygdala would be related to better positive and/or negative emotional recovery and that activation in these regions as well as in the vmPFC would be related to decreased rumination, and more positive (and/or fewer negative) thoughts about the video, which may reflect positively biased information processing for emotional recovery.

Method
======

Participants
------------

We recruited participants through the Be Involved clinical research service at Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center and flyers posted around Wake Forest University's campus. Initially, 366 participants responded to the advertisement, of which 79 were eligible and interested (the most limiting criteria being dental braces and crowns). To be eligible, participants had to be between the ages of 18 and 64, native English speakers, right handed, have no history of psychiatric or neurological disorders, have no severe learning disabilities or head trauma or have any other physical limitations that prevented them from entering the MRI scanner. Eventually, 50 participants (18--57 years of age, *M* = 28.40 years, s.d. = 11.780, *n*~Female~ = 25, *n*~White--non-hispanic~ = 27, *n*~White-hispanic~ = 2, *n*~Asian~ = 9, *n*~African--Amerian~ = 9, *n*~Mixed~ = 2, *n*~Unknown~ = 1) completed the study. Informed consent was obtained from all participants, and all procedures were conducted in accordance with the Wake Forest Institutional Review Board ethical standards. Participants were paid \$25 for their participation.

After the task but before debriefing, we used a structured interview to assess suspicion in the participants, because the stressor involved some deception to enhance the frustration. We asked the participants how they felt about the stressor and how they felt when learning about other participants' performance. We excluded people who both expressed suspicion (e.g. 'anagrams seemed unsolvable' or 'the statistics from other participants appeared fake') and did not exhibit stress responses (increased negative emotions or decreased positive emotions). Based on these criteria, six participants' data were excluded from data analyses (one from the positive video condition, five from the neutral condition). Another participant discontinued the study due to physical discomfort, so we analyzed the data for 43 participants (18--57 years of age, *M* = 28.19 years, s.d. = 11.843, *n*~Female~ = 23, *n*~White--non-hispanic~ = 22, *n*~White-hispanic~ = 1, *n*~Asian~ = 9, *n*~African--Amerian~ = 8, *n*~Mixed~ = 2, *n*~Unknown~ = 1).

Procedure
---------

### Pre-scanner preparation

Upon arrival, the participants were screened again for MRI eligibility. In the waiting room, the participants were trained to use the emotion rating scales and practiced an easy version of the anagram task programmed with E-Prime 2.0 software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA).

### fMRI data acquisition

fMRI data were acquired using a 3T Siemens Skyra MRI scanner with a high-resolution, 32-channel head coil (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany). To minimize head movement, padding was applied around the participant's head and the participants were instructed to keep still. High-resolution T1-weighted anatomic images were obtained using a 3D volumetric MP-RAGE sequence with isotropic voxel-resolution of 1 mm (TR: 2300 ms, TE: 3 ms, TI: 900 ms, scan time: 5 min 30 s). Blood--oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) data were acquired with a single shot EPI from 36 slices (TR: 2 s, TE: 25 ms, 3.5 mm isotropic spatial resolution, FOV 22.4 × 22.4 cm^2^, 64 × 64 matrix size).

### Scanner tasks

In the scanner, participants underwent a series of scans including the BOLD scan of interest (10 min 02 s, 299 volumes with 2 volumes discarded from scanner ramp-up), which included a baseline period, the anagram task and a recovery period. The other scans ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) will not be addressed in this article.

#### Stressor task

During the baseline period, participants were instructed to relax for 3 min with their eyes open. Then, participants performed an adapted anagram task that was designed to cause frustration. For this task, we created two equally difficult lists of 15 anagrams, each of five unique letters. Each list consisted of 5 easy, 5 difficult and 5 unsolvable anagrams. The anagrams were selected ([@nsy012-B6]; [@nsy012-B65]), edited and tested for their difficulty in pilot studies. Participants were randomly assigned to either of the anagram lists.

In the stressor, participants first had 4 s to view an anagram, then 5 s to solve the anagram by typing on the keypad to reorder the scrambled letters on the screen ([Figure 1](#nsy012-F1){ref-type="fig"}). When time elapsed, they received immediate feedback on their accuracy with an artificially inflated statistic of other participants' performance. We generated pseudorandom numbers so that the participants were guaranteed to receive a feedback percentage between 70 and 80 for the easy anagrams, between 60 and 70 for the hard anagrams and between 55 and 65 for the unsolvable anagrams. At the end of the 3 min stressor, the participants viewed their percentage correct along with a comment that 73% of the participants did better than them. Based on pilot data ([Supplementary Information](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), this stressor has been shown to reliably induce negative emotions. In this sample, the average anagram accuracy was 3.26 out of 15 with a s.d. of 2.64.

![An example of a hard anagram from the first word list. The correct answer is 14 523 'opera'.](nsy012f1){#nsy012-F1}

#### Post-stressor emotion induction

After the stressor, the participants rated their emotion and began a 3 min post-stressor recovery period. They were instructed to 'think back to the anagram task' and to 'engage in any thoughts and feelings that come naturally' while viewing a video. Participants in the positive emotion condition viewed a 'Waves' video with no sound. This video showed ocean waves, which was designed to induce contentment, a low arousal positive emotion that broadens cognition ([@nsy012-B23]). Participants in the control condition viewed a neutral 'Sticks' video with no sound. This video showed brightly colored moving sticks, akin to an old computer screensaver. Both videos were selected from previous studies to induce expected emotions and a similar level of interest ([@nsy012-B25]). Pilot data showed that participants who viewed the 'Waves' video reported higher positive emotions (but not lower negative emotions) during recovery than those who viewed the 'Sticks' video ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The timeline of the stress and recovery periods ([Figure 2](#nsy012-F2){ref-type="fig"}) is consistent with other stressors ([@nsy012-B91]) designed to investigate the neural responses associated with short-term emotional ([@nsy012-B87]b) and physiological ([@nsy012-B87]a) responses to and recovery from stress.

![Timeline of experiment. *x*-axis is in TRs.](nsy012f2){#nsy012-F2}

Materials
---------

### Emotion ratings

The participants self-reported their emotions throughout the study. In each instance of emotion ratings, they first saw a 1 s emotion rating reminder slide. They then reported their positive emotions ('how pleasant do you feel right now') and negative emotions ('how unpleasant do you feel right now') on separate rating scales. The positive emotion scale always preceded the negative emotion scale. The scale was from 1 ('not at all') to 5 ('extremely') with 0.5 increments. Participants were instructed to press the same number twice for a whole digit emotion rating (i.e. 11 equaled 1) and press one number and the adjacent larger number to reflect a 0.5 increment (i.e. 12 equaled 1.5). Participants were given 6.5 s to respond to each emotion rating scale and a 1 s fixation slide separated the two scales. For the emotion ratings right before and after the stressor during the continuous BOLD scan, the duration of the scales was increased to 11 s each to ensure that participants had enough time to respond. The experimenters also monitored the emotion rating process and collected the participants' emotion ratings verbally if the participants failed to respond in time. Participants rated their emotions a total of three times: before the anagram task (baseline), after the anagram task (post-stressor) and after the emotion induction (recovery).

### Post-task thought content questionnaires

At the end of the experiment, and after participants had exited the scanner (∼15 min elapsed after the stressor task had ended), participants filled out thought content and decentering questionnaires (and other personality scales that will not be analyzed here). They then received a post-study structured interview, debriefing and compensation.

#### Modified decentering questionnaire

The decentering questionnaire was based on the experiences questionnaire ([@nsy012-B28]) and consisted of two factors: rumination and decentering. We modified the items to measure in-the-moment stressor experience (state rumination and state decentering). Specifically, the participants were instructed to think about how much they endorsed those thoughts while watching the video, such as 'I had the sense that I was fully aware of what was going on around me and inside me'. The 17 items were rated on a scale from 1 ('not at all') to 5 ('very much'). In this sample, both subscales had acceptable reliability (state decentering: 11 items; α = 0.704; state rumination: 6 items; α = 0.662).

#### Thought content questionnaire

The thought content items were developed based on thought data collected from previous studies in the lab. The 14 items were grouped into 3 (positive, negative or irrelevant thoughts and feelings) × 2 (about the stressor and about the video) categories, such as 'I thought that the video was calming' (positive and about the video). The items were rated on a scale from 1 ('not at all') to 5 ('very much'). In our sample, all subscales demonstrated acceptable internal consistency: positive thoughts about the stressor (7 items; α = 0.738), about the video (3 items; α = 0.530) and negative thoughts about the stressor (8 items; α = 885) and about the video (3 items; α = 0.744). Given the short length of the positive video thoughts scale, we also provided the mean of interitem correlations ([@nsy012-B7]), which was an acceptable 0.499 (averaged from 0.505, 0.394 and 0.598).

Data analyses
=============

fMRI data preprocessing
-----------------------

We applied a processing pipeline to preprocess the BOLD data in SPM12 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging). It is based upon the Wake Forest University data analysis pipeline ([@nsy012-B50]), updated and briefly described, as follows. This automatic imaging preprocessing included data cleaning, realignment, coregistration, normalization to MNI space and spatially smoothing the data with an 8 × 8 × 10 mm full width at half maximum Gaussian smoothing kernel. We also regressed out six motion parameters and linearly detrended the data.

fMRI data analyses
------------------

### Emotion mask

To investigate emotion-related brain regions, we used an emotion mask that was created from an automated meta-analysis of 790 studies with the keyword 'emotion' ([Neurosynth.org](http://Neurosynth.org), forward inference, 30 March 2017; [@nsy012-B104]; [@nsy012-B99]) consistent with previous fMRI studies on emotions ([@nsy012-B92]).

### Change-point analysis

We conducted change-point analyses to identify brain regions responsive to the stressor and recovery tasks because this analytic technique provides a model-free method of detecting *when* and *for how long* regions are active during the session ([@nsy012-B48]). This technique is particularly suitable for studying emotional states as they tend to have 'uncertain onset times, temporal intensity profiles and durations' ([@nsy012-B48], p. 1125). Researchers have recently highlighted this innovative technique as useful in analyzing the neural temporal dynamics of state anxiety ([@nsy012-B70]), acupuncture ([@nsy012-B3]), stress responses within comorbid major depressive disorder and social anxiety disorders samples ([@nsy012-B91]) and resting state ([@nsy012-B2]). Unlike general linear modeling, change-point analyses can identify multiple peaks of activation within one epoch, which allows us to detect when during the stressor or recovery period the hypothesized region's activation is associated with behavioral outcomes ([@nsy012-B91]). We first subtracted activation during the baseline period from activation during the stressor and recovery periods. Then, we calculated an exponentially weighted moving-average (EWMA) *z* for every time point after baseline in each voxel's time-series ([@nsy012-B48]).

For the group-level analyses, we first created regressors that represented the covariates of interest. For the emotion induction regressor, we used dummy variables corresponding to either the positive emotion or neutral induction. To quantify self-reported positive and negative emotional recovery, respectively, we regressed baseline and post-stressor levels of that emotion on its recovery level to create emotional recovery regressors. So *more* positive emotions during recovery indicates successful positive emotional recovery, whereas *less* negative emotions during recovery indicates successful negative emotional recovery. We also regressed baseline level of an emotion on the post-stressor level of that emotion to create its stress reactivity regressor. So *less* positive emotions post-stressor indicates stronger stress responses in positive emotions, whereas *more* negative emotions post-stressor indicates stronger stress responses in negative emotions. This analysis technique allowed us to identify brain regions in which activation corresponded specifically to emotional reactivity or recovery. These regressors were then dummy-coded as 1 (low) and 2 (high) according to a median split (because the custom scripts we used required binary predictors) and then mean-centered. These regressors were then separately entered into hierarchical EWMA (HEWMA) models to produce betas and *t* values that reflect each time points' activation predicted by the regressor ([@nsy012-B91]). Then, we applied family-wise error (FWE) correction to obtain corrected *t* values across each voxel's timeseries. We defined a change-point as the onset of three consecutive time points with above threshold *t* values. We then used 2D (spatial and temporal) *k*-mean clustering to derive clusters of voxels (*k* ≥ 10; *P* \< 0.05 FWE corrected over time), and to correct over space, we retained only those clusters with at least one false discovery rate (FDR, *q* \< 0.05) corrected peak.

Because the voxels within a cluster did not perfectly overlap in their individual time-series of activation, we devised a new way to represent the most consistent activation pattern of a cluster. Specifically, for a given cluster, we calculated, at each time point, the *ratio* of the voxels that had above threshold *t* values. To categorize the cluster activation results, we initially set three ratio criteria: 0.05 (meaning more than 5% of the voxels within the cluster had significant activation at that time point), 0.25 and 0.50. The results from the three ratios were highly similar, so we decided to only report the 0.05 ratio results because that ratio included the most voxels from the cluster and time points across the cluster. This approach provides a more conservative estimate of the cluster's activation at each time-point than using the other ratios and reduces the likelihood of capitalizing on non-independence error.[^1^](#nsy012-FN1){ref-type="fn"} For reporting the results, we categorized the change-point onsets as occurring during the stressor (103--147 time points as the first half, 148--192 time points as the second half) and recovery (205--254 time points as the first half, 255--299 time points as the second half; [Figure 2](#nsy012-F2){ref-type="fig"}).

To examine the relationships between the activation in significant clusters and behavioral variables, we used weighted regression. For a particular cluster and for each participant, we first extracted the HEWMA *z* values of the time points when the cluster showed consistent (\>0.05 ratio) above threshold activation. We then averaged HEWMA *z* values across those time points to produce a cluster HEWMA *z* value for each participant. We also averaged the voxel regression weights (assigned during the previous HEWMA analyses) across all the voxels to create a cluster regression weight for each participant. We then conducted weighted regression between this neural activation, the primary behavioral variables of interest and other continuous behavioral variables of interest (not median split as before).

Results
=======

Behavioral data
---------------

### Stress manipulation check

We conducted paired *t*-tests to check the effect of the stressor on positive emotions and negative emotions. Positive emotions significantly decreased from baseline (*M* = 2.791, s.d. = 1.264) to post-stressor (*M* = 2.244, s.d. = 1.093), *t*(42) = 3.588, *P* = 0.001, *d* = 0.547 and negative emotions significantly increased from baseline (*M* = 1.721, s.d. = 0.734) to post-stressor (*M* = 2.686, s.d. = 1.160), *t*(42) = −5.677, *P* \< 0.001, *d* = 0.866, which suggest that we successfully manipulated stress.

### Positive emotion induction check

We next conducted an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with video condition (between-subject: positive emotion video and neutral video) as the independent variable and recovery levels of positive emotions and negative emotions as the dependent variables and with baseline and post-stressor levels of positive emotions and negative emotions as covariates.

Participants in the positive emotion video condition (*M* = 2.750, s.d. = 1.285) did not report significantly higher positive emotions during recovery than those in the neutral video condition (*M* = 2.342, s.d.* *= 0.851), *F*(1, 39) = 0.007, *P* = 0.933 ([Figure 3](#nsy012-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Neither did they (*M* = 2.000, s.d.* *= 1.294) report significantly less negative emotions during recovery than those in the neutral video condition (*M* = 2.026, s.d.* *= 0.935), *F*(1, 39) = 0.148, *P* = 0.702 ([Figure 3](#nsy012-F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![The effect of the stressor on positive emotion (PE) and negative emotion (NE) ratings. PosVid and NeuVid refer to positive and neutral video conditions, respectively.](nsy012f3){#nsy012-F3}

Although behavioral data from a pilot study was promising (Supplemental Information), these results suggest that our experimental manipulations did not induce reliable changes in self-reported emotions during this fMRI study. Therefore, we were unable to test our hypotheses about the influence of emotional context on vmPFC activation and positive emotional recovery. Instead, for the remainder of the Results section, we only tested our hypotheses about the relationship between vmPFC activation and individual differences in positive and negative emotional recovery.

### Correlations among positive emotional recovery, negative emotional recovery and thoughts about the stressor

As expected, positive emotional recovery was negatively correlated with negative emotional recovery, *r* = −0.651, *P* \< 0.001. In addition, positive emotional recovery was significantly positively correlated with decentering and positive thoughts about the video, and marginally positively correlated with positive thoughts about the stressor ([Table 1](#nsy012-T1){ref-type="table"}). Negative emotional recovery was negatively correlated with decentering, positive thoughts about the video and positive thoughts about the stressor (marginally). It was also positively correlated with negative thoughts about the stressor. Table 1.Correlations among positive/negative emotional recovery and modified experience and thought content questionnaire subscalesVariablesPositive emotional recoveryNegative emotional recoveryDecentering0.524[\*\*\*](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}−0.440[\*\*](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}Rumination−0.1310.323[\*](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}PosT(Stressor)0.258[^†^](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}−0.293[^†^](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}NegT(Stressor)−0.1600.331[\*](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}PosT(Video)0.318[\*](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}−0.441[\*\*](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}NegT(Video)−0.2280.103[^1][^2]

fMRI data---change-point analyses
---------------------------------

### Overall intercept

Several brain regions exhibited significant activation throughout the stressor and recovery periods compared with the baseline period ([Table 2](#nsy012-T2){ref-type="table"}). The middle temporal gyrus, which is associated with reading comprehension ([@nsy012-B78]), exhibited a time course corresponding to the onsets of reading instructions (stronger activation during the presentation of task instructions and anagram performance summary). The thalamus, which is associated with vigilance and attention as well as with effort in working memory ([@nsy012-B18]), exhibited activation during the first half of the stressor. The right precentral gyrus, right parietal cortex or angular gyrus and supplementary motor area (SMA) clusters exhibited extended activation throughout the stressor. Right precentral gyrus is associated with hand motor activity and tactile sensations ([@nsy012-B64]) and SMA is associated with volitional movement ([@nsy012-B15]; [@nsy012-B60]). In addition, right parietal cortex or angular gyrus is associated with numerical processing ([@nsy012-B45]). The activation in this collection of regions may have been due to participants typing their emotion ratings and their responses to the anagrams. Table 2.Change-point analysis of the BOLD responses throughout the stressor---average (intercept) across all participantsRegionL/R*xyz*voxelsvolFDR peaksPeriodActivation ≥ baseline*BA39*; Temporal MidR−52−561650320012S^1^; R^1^*Thalamus*; Thalamus0−1242717282S^1^*BA6;* PrecentralR−4443251326417S*BA7*; AngularR−28−60481610241S*BA6*; Supp Motor012522113446S[^3]

### Positive emotional recovery

Compared with participants who reported low positive emotions during recovery, those who reported high positive emotions exhibited stronger activation in a large medial frontal cortex cluster including the vmPFC, dorsal mPFC and ACC as well as in the thalamus and posterior cingulate (precuneus; [Table 3](#nsy012-T3){ref-type="table"}). Notably, the activation in the medial frontal cortex cluster occurred during the stressor. Table 3.Change-point analysis of the BOLD responses---regression based on positive emotional recoveryRegionL/R*xyz*voxelsvolFDR peaksPeriodHigh PEs during recovery ≥ low PEs during recovery*BA32*; Cingulum AntR−4361616810 7523S*Thalamus*; Thalamus0−16445288013S; R^1^*BA31*; PrecuneusR−4−56283824328S; R[^4]

#### vmPFC's role in positive and negative emotional recovery

The medial frontal cortex cluster spanned several subregions including the vmPFC, a targeted region of analysis based on our hypotheses. Therefore, to conduct secondary vmPFC analyses, we isolated the significant voxels within the vmPFC by applying a vmPFC mask[^2^](#nsy012-FN2){ref-type="fn"} ([@nsy012-B101], [@nsy012-B102]; [@nsy012-B100]). The isolated vmPFC cluster had 42 voxels (MNI coordinates *x* = −4, *y* = 44, *z* = −8; [Figure 4](#nsy012-F4){ref-type="fig"}) including two FDR-corrected peaks.

![Left: neural correlates of positive emotional recovery (Pos Rec) (all positive associations). The vmPFC ROI is in light blue. Right top: vmPFC activation time course based on Pos Rec groupings with significant differences between the two groups indicated by horizontal bars above the line plot. Right bottom: vmPFC activation time course based on Neg React (negative emotional stress reactivity) with significant differences between the two groups indicated by horizontal bars above the line plot. Red bar means high group had more vmPFC activation than low group and blue bar means low group had more vmPFC activation than high group.](nsy012f4){#nsy012-F4}

We next supported our data extraction technique by confirming that more vmPFC activation during the stressor significantly predicted higher positive emotions during recovery ([Figure 5](#nsy012-F5){ref-type="fig"}, left). Then, we tested our hypothesis about the neural model that the vmPFC is involved in positive emotional recovery, which in turn facilitates negative emotional recovery. In a mediation model, we examined the total path (bivariate associations) between vmPFC activation and negative emotional recovery as well as the indirect path in which the vmPFC may be associated with negative emotional recovery via positive emotional recovery. Despite a non-significant total path between vmPFC activation and negative emotional recovery, the indirect path between them was significant, *t* = −2.595, *P* = 0.009, indicating that more vmPFC activation during the stressor was associated with enhanced positive emotional recovery, and this association in turn improved negative emotional recovery ([Figure 5](#nsy012-F5){ref-type="fig"}, left).

![Mediation between vmPFC activation and target variables. Left: positive emotional recovery mediates relationship between vmPFC activation during the middle part of the stressor and negative emotional recovery. Right: negative thoughts about the stressor mediates the relationship between vmPFC activation during the early part of the stressor and negative emotional stress reactivity. ^†^*P* \< 0.10, \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001.](nsy012f5){#nsy012-F5}

To explore the potential factors explaining individual differences in vmPFC activation, we examined the relationships between vmPFC activation and those behavioral variables already found to be associated with positive emotional recovery (decentering, positive thoughts about the stressor and positive thoughts about the video; [Table 1](#nsy012-T1){ref-type="table"}). vmPFC activation was positively associated with decentering, positive thoughts about the stressor and positive thoughts about the video ([Table 4](#nsy012-T4){ref-type="table"}, path a). We further tested if the behavioral variables mediated the positive association between vmPFC activation and positive emotional recovery. Among the behavioral variables, decentering significantly mediated the association between vmPFC activation and positive emotional recovery ([Table 4](#nsy012-T4){ref-type="table"}, path c---c'). Table 4.Testing potential thought/cognition mediators between vmPFC activation and positive emotional recoveryPath nameAssociationMediator: decenteringMediator: PosT (stressor)Mediator: PosT (video)Path avmPFC -\> mediator0.367[\*\*](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"} (0.141)0.297[^†^](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"} (0.165)0.397[^†^](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"} (0.201)Path bmediator -\> Pos Rec (controlling for vmPFC)0.693[\*\*\*](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"} (0.191)0.341[^†^](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"} (0.180)0.398[\*\*](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"} (0.141)Path c'vmPFC -\> Pos Rec (without mediation)0.307 (0.186)0.460[\*](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"} (0.197)0.403[\*](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"} (0.190)Path c---c'mediated path between vmPFC & Pos Rec0.254[\*](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"} (0.120)0.102 (0.078)0.157 (0.097)[^5][^6]

### Negative emotional recovery

Participants who reported lower negative emotions during recovery did not exhibit significantly different brain activation from those who reported higher negative emotions during recovery.

### Stress reactivity---exploratory analyses of the vmPFC

Because we found that more vmPFC activation during the stressor was related to higher positive emotions during the recovery, we conducted exploratory follow-up analyses in which we examined whether the vmPFC activation during the stressor was also associated with stress responses in positive/negative emotions. In each case, we reconducted the HEWMA regression but only in this vmPFC cluster and with positive and negative emotional stress reactivity (post-stressor positive and negative emotional changes) as the regressors.

#### vmPFC's role in positive emotional stress reactivity

vmPFC activation was not associated with more positive emotional stress reactivity ([Table 5](#nsy012-T5){ref-type="table"}). Table 5.Change-point analysis of the BOLD responses---regression based on positive and negative emotional stress reactivityRegionL/R*xyz*voxelsvolFDR peaksPeriod*BA6*; PrecentralLow positive emotional stress reactivity ≥ high positive emotional stress reactivityR−444322817921S^1^; R^1^*BA45*; Frontal Inf TriHigh negative emotional stress reactivity ≥ low negative emotional stress reactivityR−482487346722S^1^[^7]

#### vmPFC role in negative emotional stress reactivity

We found that greater vmPFC activation during the first half of the stressor was associated with more negative emotional stress reactivity (this association was partially mediated through negative thoughts about the stressor; [Figure 4](#nsy012-F4){ref-type="fig"}, right bottom; [Figure 5](#nsy012-F5){ref-type="fig"}, right; [Table 5](#nsy012-T5){ref-type="table"}).

The activation in the vmPFC that was associated with increased negative emotional stress reactivity mainly occurred during the beginning of the stressor (during the first five anagrams), whereas the vmPFC activation that was associated with increased positive emotional recovery mainly occurred during the middle part of the stressor (between the 6th and 10th anagrams). To clarify the vmPFC activation related to negative emotional stress reactivity and to positive emotional recovery, we categorized the participants into four groups via median split (high or low on negative emotional stress reactivity and on positive emotional recovery). Interesting profiles emerged ([Figure 6](#nsy012-F6){ref-type="fig"}). An **'**affectively flexible' profile (high negative emotional stress reactivity, high positive emotional recovery) was characterized by extended duration of vmPFC activation throughout the stressor, whereas a 'disengaged' profile (low negative emotional stress reactivity, low positive emotional recovery) was characterized by low vmPFC activation throughout the stressor. In addition, 'negative' (high negative emotional stress reactivity, low positive emotional recovery) and 'positive' (low negative emotional stress reactivity, high positive emotional recovery) profiles were characterized by early and late vmPFC activation during the stressor, respectively.

![Negative emotional stress reactivity (Neg React) and positive emotional recovery (Pos Rec) in the vmPFC ROI. Horizontal bars above the line plot highlight the time points that there were significant between group differences in cluster activation. 'I' refers to the instructions from the following tasks. Blue bar suggests high Neg React group had greater activation than low Neg React group, orange suggests high Pos Rec group had greater activation than low Pos Rec group and yellow suggests the combination of blue and orange bars.](nsy012f6){#nsy012-F6}

### Stress-reactivity---other regions

For thoroughness, we examined whether negative and/or positive emotional stress reactivity predicted activations in other regions besides the vmPFC.

#### Positive emotional stress reactivity---other regions

Higher activation in right precentral gyrus during the first halves of the stressor period was related to lower positive emotional stress reactivity ([Table 5](#nsy012-T5){ref-type="table"}).

#### Negative emotional stress reactivity---other regions

Higher activation in right vlPFC (frontal inferior triangularis) during the first half of the stressor was related to stronger negative emotional stress reactivity ([Table 5](#nsy012-T5){ref-type="table"}). Right vlPFC activation during cognitive tasks has been positively correlated with negative emotions such as anxiety ([@nsy012-B46]).

Discussion
==========

This study contributes important findings to the recent literature examining the neural correlates of the effects of positive emotions on stress recovery ([@nsy012-B77]). Despite no evidence of a significant experimental effect on stress recovery, we demonstrated that positive emotions during recovery predicted decreased negative emotions. The change point analyses with the fMRI data also revealed the important roles of vmPFC activation during the stressor in impacting negative emotional recovery through positive emotional recovery.

The vmPFC was associated with increased positive emotions during recovery, which was in turn associated with decreased negative emotions during recovery. Notably, this vmPFC activation occurred during the stressor instead of during the recovery period and did not predict positive emotional reactivity to the stressor. We speculate that given vmPFC's role in producing positive emotional experiences ([@nsy012-B17]) and attenuating negative emotions ([@nsy012-B76]), the vmPFC may provide 'real-time' positive appraisals of the stressor, as is supported by the finding that this activation was correlated with more positive thoughts about the stressor. In the midst of the stressor, these positive appraisals may not have as much influence as negative appraisals on participants' gestalt emotional response to the stressor ([@nsy012-B98]; [@nsy012-B5]). Given that stimuli high in arousal, negative valence and relevance garner more attention ([@nsy012-B52]), negative appraisals, which are more congruent and relevant with the participants' mood state of anxiety and frustration, may capture more attention than positive appraisals. Or negative appraisals may be differentially weighted in their impact on overall emotional responses. However, after the stressor, when the immediacy of the threat is over, these positive appraisals may become more powerful predictors of the participants' emotional response ([@nsy012-B89]). Indeed, vmPFC activation during the stressor was related to increased positive emotional recovery (in response to the video). The effect of these positive appraisals on the overall emotional response may also be due in part to curtailing the no-longer relevant negative appraisals as is evidenced by the finding that the relationship between vmPFC and positive emotional recovery was mediated by decentering. Decentering reflects experiential acceptance and non-judgmental thinking about the stressor ([@nsy012-B49]).

One caveat to this formulation is that this vmPFC activation occurred *during the middle of the stressor* and vmPFC activation during the early part of the stressor was associated with increased negative emotional stress reactivity. One possible explanation of this finding is that participants engaged the vmPFC early on because they were quick to evaluate the stressor experience as negative, which is supported by the result that the significant association between the vmPFC and negative emotion stress reactivity was partially mediated by negative thoughts about the stressor. Early vmPFC activation may serve as part of an attempt to regulate negative emotional responses to the stressor. Those participants who continued to recruit the vmPFC throughout the stressor were able to produce positive appraisals that would facilitate successful stress recovery. This is consistent with evidence emphasizing the role of the vmPFC in successful positive reappraisal ([@nsy012-B17]). The engagement of the vmPFC and positive reappraisal during the stressor may thus impact memory encoding about the stressor. When participants later reflected on the stressful experience, negative schemata may be less accessible or activated ([@nsy012-B67]). This formulation is fairly speculative, however, and needs to be tested in future investigations.

In investigating the neural mechanisms through which positive emotions influence stress recovery, we found evidence for both the cognitive facilitation route and the positive information bias route. For the cognitive facilitation route, although we found no evidence that higher activation in DES regions during recovery were associated with successful stress recovery, we did find indirect support that positive emotions may have facilitated cognitively based emotion regulation strategies. Decentering, one such strategy, mediated the relationship between vmPFC activation and positive emotional recovery. Cognitive reappraisal (measured with positive thoughts about the stressor) is another such strategy and was associated (albeit weakly) with both vmPFC activation during the stressor and positive emotional recovery.

The evidence was weaker for the positive information bias route. We found neither amygdala nor NAcc activation associated with negative or positive emotional recovery. Additionally, the critical vmPFC activation occurred during the stressor period, suggesting that it was responding in real-time to the stressor and not necessarily providing positive emotional input during the recovery period. The only evidence for the information bias route was that positive thoughts about the video, which did presumably occur during the recovery period, were positively associated with both vmPFC activation and positive emotional recovery. Our explanation is that vmPFC activation during the stressor, although no longer active during the recovery period, did bias some systems to respond more positively to stimuli during the recovery period. For example, as part of a network associated with positive autobiographical memories ([@nsy012-B77]), the vmPFC could have biased participants' encoding of thoughts that they had during the video, which then reflected a positive recall bias later. Notably, positive memories, via this neural network, have been shown to dampen cortisol and reduce negative emotions during stress recovery ([@nsy012-B77]).

We recognize several limitations to this study. The positive emotion induction was not as strong as we expected, which precluded our ability to draw causal inferences that positive emotional recovery caused more successful negative emotional recovery, or caused changes in participants' thoughts. More powerful positive inductions in future experiments will strengthen our ability to make valid causal explanations. Another limitation was that the thought content questionnaires were retrospective and susceptible to participants' later emotional state. Future investigations might attempt to assess in-the-moment thoughts as is done for mind-wandering studies ([@nsy012-B11]). Relatedly, in-the-moment assessments of emotional responses throughout the stressor and recovery periods would also offer more insight into whether positive emotions really do mediate/precede negative emotions during recovery and whether vmPFC is associated with that process. As for analyses, existing HEWMA scripts dichotomize the continuous regressors, which may have decreased the power to detect subtler individual differences. Another limitation is our measurement of stress responses. In this study, we focused on the emotional changes post-stressor with underlying assumptions that decreases in positive emotions and increases in negative emotions are essential components of stress responses. We also examined relatively short-term emotional recovery, however, other aspects of stress recovery \[e.g. physiology ([@nsy012-B43]) and stress-related thoughts ([@nsy012-B33])\] may persist past what we measured. Indeed, some stress responses with longer timescales (such as cortisol) might later feedback and influence neural responding. Future investigations should complement these emotion ratings with more objective, physiological stress response measures and extend the measurement of the associated neural responses to more fully characterize the processes associated with stress recovery.

In conclusion, the findings advance our understanding of biobehavioral models of positive emotions and stress regulation by providing evidence that vmPFC activation during the stressor may impact positive emotions and confer benefits on stress regulation not seen until recovery. Both the cognitive facilitation route and information bias route may work in conjunction to incorporate positive emotions in stress recovery through positive reappraisal and decentering. Importantly, we were only able to demonstrate these effects because we used change-point analyses that allowed us to detect when during the task activation of these regions occurred. Results from change-point analyses revealed that vmPFC activation at different points during the stressor may have different functions or at least predict different outcomes (negative emotional stress reactivity *vs* positive emotional recovery). In this study, we examined overall levels of activation in the hypothesized brain regions. In future investigations, it will be necessary to investigate changes in functional connectivity among these regions throughout the stressor to more adequately develop neural models of the effect of positive emotions on stress regulation.
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Computing the regressions between neural activation and the original behavioral covariate upon which that neural activation was based may capitalize on non-independence error. It is true that these analyses are not completely orthogonal, although they are not completely redundant as well because we are extracting data from all the voxels in a cluster, each of which exhibited significant correlations with the behavioral variable but at different time points. To address this, we only compute these betas to use in the path analyses, and do not interpret the *P*-values on their own.

The vmPFC mask was generated by combining Talairach Daemon (TD) Brodmann regions 10, 11, 25 and 32 with a box size of 20, 90 and 20 centering at 0, −20 and −20 (MNI coordinates).
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[^1]: Notes. Positive emotional recovery is the residual of post-recovery positive emotion (PE) controlled for baseline and post-stressor PE, so *more* PEs post-recovery indicates successful positive emotional recovery; Negative emotional recovery is the residual of post-recovery negative emotion (NE) controlled for baseline and post-stressor NE, so *less* NEs post-recovery indicates successful negative emotional recovery; PosT is positive thoughts; NegT is negative thoughts.

[^2]: *P* \< 0.10, \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001.

[^3]: Notes. Regions: based on the center voxel MNI coordinates referenced from *MNI \<-\> Talairach with Brodmann Areas (1.09)*, Mricron under aal.nii.gz template; L/R: converted to L (left hemisphere) and R (right hemisphere) from the radiologist-view MNI coordinates; vol: volume (mm^3^); MaxZ: the largest corrected *z* value of all the voxels in a cluster; FDR peaks: number of peaks within the cluster that reached FDR correction; S: stressor; R: recovery; superscript 1: first half; superscript 2: second half.

[^4]: Notes. Positive emotional recovery is the residual of post-recovery positive emotion (PE) controlled for baseline and post-stressor PE, so *more* PEs post-recovery indicates successful positive emotional recovery; Regions: based on the center voxel MNI coordinates referenced from *MNI \<-\> Talairach with Brodmann Areas (1.09)*, Mricron under aal.nii.gz template; L/R: converted to L (left hemisphere) and R (right hemisphere) from the radiologist-view MNI coordinates; vol: volume (mm^3^); MaxZ: the largest corrected *z* value of all the voxels in a cluster; FDR peaks: number of peaks within the cluster that reached FDR correction; S: stressor; R: recovery; superscript 1: first half; superscript 2: second half.

[^5]: Notes. vmPFC: ventromedial prefrontal cortex, its activation was extracted from the vmPFC region of interest during the time points (129:158) that were positively associated with positive emotional recovery (Pos Rec). PosT: positive thoughts; Numbers in the parentheses: s.d.

[^6]: *P* \< 0.10; \**P* \<0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001.

[^7]: Notes. Positive emotion reactivity is the residual of post-stressor positive emotion (PE) controlled for baseline PE, so *less* PEs post-stressor indicates stronger stress responses in PEs; Negative emotion reactivity is the residual of post-stressor negative emotion (NE) controlled for baseline NE, so *less* NEs post-recovery indicates successful negative emotional recovery; Regions: based on the center voxel MNI coordinates referenced from *MNI \<-\> Talairach with Brodmann Areas (1.09)*, Mricron under aal.nii.gz template; L/R: converted to L (left hemisphere) and R (right hemisphere) from the radiologist-view MNI coordinates; vol: volume (mm^3^); MaxZ: the largest corrected *z* value of all the voxels in a cluster; FDR peaks: number of peaks within the cluster that reached FDR correction; S: stressor; R: recovery; superscript 1: first half; superscript 2: second half.
